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National College of Art and Design
100 Thomas Street, Dublin 8, Ireland

To Whom it May Concern,

It is my distinct honor to offer my strongest support for Lily Smith's application to the MFA program at
the National College of Art and Design. Lily did not study with me directly, I am nonetheless aware of
her artistic practice. Lily worked in the college art department in various capacities, so I am best
acquainted with her work ethic. Evergreen does not have 'departments' per se, nor do we have
department heads or chairs. I am a senior member of the faculty and have served in administrative and
leadership roles over the years advocating for the visual arts staff, budget and curriculum. Lily asked
me to write on her behalf in the capacity of a department leader.

My most direct experience working with Lily was during a major renovation and relocation of our
printmaking studio at the college. At the time, Lily was a student aide to our Arts Operation manager
who supervised the project. Our printmaking technician had resigned and the relocation project was _
conducted by part-time staff, student aides and me. My role as a printmaking faculty was to determine
what to move and where to unpack materials in the new location. This included disassembling three
large etching presses and reassembling them. Lily was one of two student aides working with me to
complete the relocation. She worked quickly, communicated consistently and effectively, and
demonstrated her ability to make decisions and work independently when asked to complete a task.
Alternatively, Lily also worked exceptionally well as a member of a project team. Her abilityto assess
and act made the relocation much easier than it might have been. Lily's supervisor often lamented the
imminent loss of Lily's service as graduation advanced - she was a low-maintenance, proactive and
highly productive worker who needed little supervision.

In the community of Olympia, Lily also volunteered at a local gallery providing social media assistance
and other relevant skills. Iam acquainted with the owner of the gallery who also indicated that Lily
was an indispensable asset to the gallery, demonstrating abilities with technology and platforms that the
owner herself lacked.

Lily's three-dimensional work spans a range of objects, from sustainable designs and structures using
repurposed materials, designing and building a tiny house, as well as a mobile workshop for Olympia's
homeless population, to fashion accessories (hand bags and footwear), her work is not restricted by
categories of Fine Art or craft. Instead, Lily uses technical and material skills to explore challenging
social problems and daily needs, and to offer elegant, well-crafted possibilities.
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In my view Lily has all the hallmarks of graduate-level work and graduate thinking. Her work could be
propelled by the right graduate program. Of equal value, Lily's work ethic and thinking would
motivate and enhance the graduate program she participates in. Lily is an exceptionally (a word I do
not deploy lightly) hard and smart worker; she has a deeply curious intellect that drives her to act:
imagine, theorize, then build the ideas she explores. In 18 years of teaching at the college level, Lily
falls well within the top 5% of students I've encountered.

Sincerely,

19tt~.
Lisa Sweet, MFA printmaking & drawing
Member of the Faculty / Visual Arts

sweetl@evergreen.edu /360.867-6763
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